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Epitaxial strain stabilization of a ferroelectric phase in PbZrO$_3$ thin films
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PbZrO$_3$/SrRuO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ (100) epitaxial heterostructures with different thickness of the PbZrO$_3$ (PZO) layer ($d_{PZO} \sim 5$–160 nm) were fabricated by pulsed laser deposition. The ultrathin PZO films ($d_{PZO} \leq 10$ nm) were found to possess a rhombohedral structure. On increasing the PZO film thickness, a bulk-like orthorhombic phase started forming in the film with $d_{PZO} \sim 22$ nm and became abundant in the thicker films. Nanobeam electron diffraction and room-temperature micro-Raman measurements revealed that the stabilization of the rhombohedral phase of PZO could be attributed to the epitaxial strain accommodated by the heterostructures. Room-temperature polarization vs electric field measurements performed on different samples showed characteristic double hysteresis loops of antiferroelectric materials accompanied by a small remnant polarization for the thick PZO films ($d_{PZO} \geq 50$ nm). The remnant polarization increased by reducing the PZO layer thickness, and a ferroelectric-like hysteresis loop was observed for the sample with $d_{PZO} \sim 22$ nm. Local ferroelectric properties measured by piezoresponse force microscopy also exhibited a similar thickness-dependent antiferroelectric-ferroelectric transition. Room-temperature electrical properties observed in the PZO thin films in correlation to their structural characteristics suggested that a ferroelectric rhombohedral phase could be stabilized in thin epitaxial PZO films experiencing large interfacial compressive stress.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Antiferroelectric materials (AFEs) in addition to ferroelectric materials (FEs) have attracted considerable research interest in the recent past. Thin films of AFEs have been extensively investigated for their potential applications in sensors, actuators, charge storage devices, and electro-optic devices.\textsuperscript{1–6} In recent years the giant electrocaloric effect observed in some AFEs projected them as potential candidates for application in electrical refrigeration devices.\textsuperscript{7,8} Besides their technological importance, AFEs are also interesting for fundamental studies. Below the Curie temperature ($T_C$) AFEs contain oppositely oriented dipoles in the unit cell and, therefore, do not show any spontaneous polarization. Under a sufficiently large applied electric field, these materials undergo an electric field-driven transition to a FE phase that switches back to the AFE phase on removal of the electric field. Therefore, AFEs are commonly characterized by a double polarization hysteresis (P-E) loop combined with a zero remnant polarization ($P_r$) under a sufficiently large applied electric field.

PbZrO$_3$ (PZO) is the prototype of AFE materials with a $T_C \sim 230$°C.\textsuperscript{9–12} At room temperature (RT), PZO possesses an orthorhombic structure ($a \sim 5.88$ Å, $b \sim 11.78$ Å, and $c \sim 8.22$ Å) with the AFE axis lying in the $ab$-plane of the unit cell. The orthorhombic unit cell of PZO is commonly represented as a pseudocubic unit cell with $a_{pc} \sim 4.16$ Å.\textsuperscript{13} On application of a high electric field, PZO undergoes a structural phase transition from AFE orthorhombic (AFE$_O$) to FE rhombohedral (FE$_R$) and thereby exhibits the characteristic double P-E hysteresis loop. This electric field-induced transition in PZO is possible due to a small difference in the free energies of the AFE$_O$ and FE$_R$ phases.\textsuperscript{14–16} Jona et al. reported that, in addition to antiferroelectricity, PZO might also possess ferroelectricity along the [001]$_0$ axis of the unit cell with a large $P_r$ of 25 $\mu$C/cm$^2$ due to the unbalanced antiparallel displacement of the oxygen ions.\textsuperscript{17} Due to the possible coexistence of both antiferroelectricity and ferroelectricity, the term ferrielectric was also proposed to describe PZO, in slight analogy with ferrimagnetism.\textsuperscript{7} Later, Dai et al. demonstrated very weak RT ferroelectricity in PZO ceramic with a $P_r \sim 0.1$ $\mu$C/cm$^2$.\textsuperscript{18} Unfortunately, no further report on RT ferroelectricity in ceramic or single-crystal PZO is available to date. Pintilie et al. reported low-temperature ferroelectricity with large $P_r$ value (27 $\mu$C/cm$^2$) in epitaxial PZO (001)$_0$ thin films.\textsuperscript{19} Manifestation of ferroelectricity in high-purity ceramics and single crystals of PZO was also observed in a narrow temperature range near the $T_C$, and in these cases the AFE$_O$ to paraelectric-cubic (FE$_C$) phase transition was found to be associated with an intermediate FE$_R$ phase.\textsuperscript{20–23} Room-temperature ferroelectricity in PZO was demonstrated by Ayyub et al.\textsuperscript{24} for thin films below a critical thickness of $\sim$500 nm fabricated on $p$-type Si substrates and was explained in terms of the effective built-in electric field at the PZO and Si interface. Various research groups reported that such size-dependent physical properties in different materials are associated with a structural phase transition, which can be achieved by stressing their epitaxial thin films through effective misfit.\textsuperscript{25–27} Boldyrev et al.\textsuperscript{28} reported an AFE-to-FE, orthorhombic-to-rhombohedral phase transition of the PZO layer at RT in case of PZO and Pb(Zr$_{0.8}$Ti$_{0.2}$)O$_3$ multilayered epitaxial heterostructures below a critical individual layer thickness of $\sim$10 nm. Although the investigation successfully demonstrated that the FE property of the heterostructures is related to a rhombohedral phase, the origin of the phase stabilization could not be attributed unambiguously to the interfacial strain. Considering all the previous reports, it appears that stabilization of the FE$_R$ phase of PZO at RT without an electric field remains hitherto unachieved in single-layer PZO epitaxial thin films.
To investigate the manifestation of thickness-dependent RT ferroelectricity in single-layer PZO thin films under epitaxial strain, we fabricated epitaxial PZO thin films of different thickness. Their structure, mechanical stress state, and electrical properties were investigated. The appearance of ferroelectricity in thin PZO films has been discussed in close correlation to their microstructure and the effect of mechanical stress field present at the film-substrate interface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

In the present study, vicinal single crystalline SrTiO$_3$ (100) (STO, $\theta = 3.905$ Å) substrates (CrysTec GmbH, Berlin) with a miscut angle of about 0.1° were used for growing the thin films. In order to achieve TiO$_2$-terminated surfaces, the STO substrates were etched in a buffered HF solution and annealed in air at a temperature of 950 °C. This treatment resulted in one-unit cell-stepped terraces with straight ledges. Ceramic targets of SrRuO$_3$ (SRO) and PZO were used for preparing the thin films. A series of PZO films of various thickness ($d_{PZO} \sim 5$–160 nm) were fabricated on a ~20-nm-thick SRO layer by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik, LPX, $\lambda = 248$ nm). The base pressure of the chamber was brought down to $\sim 1 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar prior to each deposition. The films were deposited under oxygen partial pressure of 0.14 mbar, with laser fluence of 1–1.5 J/cm$^2$ at a laser repetition rate, $v \sim 5$ Hz, keeping the target to substrate distance ($d_{s-g}$) $\sim 5.5$ cm. The substrate temperature was maintained at 700 °C for depositing the SRO layer, whereas for growing the PZO layer the temperature was set at 575 °C. The films were brought back to RT immediately after deposition with a cooling rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$. SRO top electrodes of area $\sim 0.0036$ mm$^2$ were deposited by PLD at RT using a shadow mask. Pt was sputtered on top of the SRO electrodes in order to facilitate the contact to the capacitors for electrical characterizations.

The surface morphologies of the substrate and the grown films were studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode using a D5000 microscope (Digital Instruments). For crystallographic characterizations of the thin films, x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed using a four-circle diffractometer (Cu K$_\alpha$, $\lambda = 0.15418$ nm) (X'Pert MRD, Philips). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations were performed to find out the microstructural details of the heterostructures. TEM samples were prepared by standard mechanical and ion beam thinning procedures. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) investigations were performed in a JEOL 4010 microscope (JEOL GmbH) operated at 400 kV. For the nanobeam electron diffraction (NBED) measurements, a probe C$_{z}$-corrected FEI-Titan 80-300 electron microscope (FEI Company) was employed, which was operated at 300 kV with a 20-µm second condenser aperture. The aperture defines both the semi-convergence angle of 0.3 mrad and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the illuminating electron beam of about 3 nm in the micro probe STEM mode. Series of diffraction patterns were acquired point-by-point with a 2k x 2k charge coupled device (CCD) camera being integrated into the FEI-TITAN.

For analyzing the series of diffraction patterns, a commercial software package was used, which precisely determines the centers of the diffraction spots and the displacement of their positions in relation to reference patterns acquired in an unstrained area of the sample. Micro-Raman-spectroscopy was used to detect the mechanical stress states at the interface region of the PZO films. The Raman measurements were performed at RT using a LabRAM HR 800 spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon GmbH) equipped with a HeCd laser with the main emission line at 325 nm ($\sim 3.815$ eV). The energy of the excitation line was chosen to be larger than the band gap of PZO ($\sim 3.7$ eV) to limit the penetration depth of the laser beam only to a few nanometers from the film surface, thereby enabling the stress analysis only of the PZO films. The spot diameter on the samples was $\sim 3$ µm and the laser power was $<1$ mW, resulting in a small energy density, such that effects due to sample heating could be safely ignored. For the Raman-based stress analysis, the mode located at $\sim 415$ cm$^{-1}$ in stress-free bulk PZO was selected, and the amount of stress was calculated from the shift of the peak with change in $d_{PZO}$. RT polarization characteristics of the heterostructures were investigated by measuring their macroscopic dynamic P-E and static P-E hysteresis responses using an AixAcct TF analyzer 2000 (aixACCT Systems GmbH). In case of the dynamic P-E hysteresis measurements, the nonzero leakage current at small applied voltages adds a parasitic contribution to the integrated charge, which might yield a spurious value of the in-field P$_{r}$. To isolate the true remnant component of the heterostructures from the nonremnant component, which remain mixed in the standard dynamic P-E measurement, remnant hysteresis measurements were performed using a precision multiferroic tester (Radiant Technologies, Inc.). In order to eliminate any experimental artifact, all the measurements were performed on several capacitors on the same samples. Local ferroelectric characteristics of the heterostructures were also investigated utilizing piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM). In this study both the in-field and remnant piezoelectric hysteresis loops were measured using a commercial scanning probe microscope (XE-100, Park Systems) and lock-in amplifier (SR850, Stanford Research System). DC leakage current in the samples was measured at RT using a Source Measure Unit (2635A, Keithley Instruments GmbH).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern in the $θ$–2$θ$ geometry of four representative samples possessing different thickness of the PZO layer. All the samples exhibited epitaxial growth of the heterostructures without any impurity phase. Interestingly, the peak corresponding to PZO shifted towards higher 2$θ$ angle with the reduction of $d_{PZO}$ below 50 nm. The out-of-plane lattice spacing of PZO extracted from the second-order XRD peaks exhibited a thickness-dependent decrease from $\sim 4.16 \pm 0.1$ Å ($d_{PZO} \sim 80$ nm) to $\sim 4.11 \pm 0.1$ Å ($d_{PZO} \sim 8$ nm). Similar observation was reported by Boldyrev et al. for PZT and PZO multilayered heterostructures and was attributed to the stabilization of a rhombohedral phase in PZO.
In case of epitaxial thin films, the lattice misfit strain tends to increase by reducing the film thickness. For thin films under compressive stress (as in the present case), such an increase in misfit strain is commonly associated with an increase in the out-of-plane lattice parameter, provided the phase and the orientation of the film remain unchanged. Therefore, our observation, which showed an opposite trend, primarily indicates a possible size-dependent change in the phase and/or orientation of the PZO thin films.

In order to explore the structure of the PZO thin films and their epitaxial relation to the substrate, microstructural investigations were carried out by detailed TEM and HRTEM studies. Figure 2 displays the bright-field HRTEM image of the sample with \( d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 8 \) nm. The TEM image clearly shows the epitaxial growth of the PZO and SRO layer on the substrate. Electron diffraction and fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses of the HRTEM image established the epitaxial relationship (100) PZO \( \parallel (100) \) SRO \( \parallel (100) \) STO; [001] PZO \( \parallel [001] \) SRO \( \parallel [001] \) STO. Edge dislocations with a spacing of 5–10 nm and \( \mathbf{b} = a[110] \) were also observed in this sample, similar to the sample with \( d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 8 \) nm. However, a closer look on different areas of the PZO layer indicated the formation of an orthorhombic phase of PZO (PZO\(_O\)) in addition to the PZO\(_R\) (100) phase. In Fig. 3 the area marked by the white boxes and labeled as “O” could be identified as PZO\(_O\) (120) with \( a \sim 5.51 \) Å, \( b \sim 11.77 \) Å, and \( c \sim 8.4 \) Å. On the other hand, the areas labeled as “R” possessed a rhombohedral structure. Detailed TEM analyses of the sample revealed a rhombohedral phase up to a distance of \( \sim 8 \) nm from the PZO and SRO interface and a bulklike orthorhombic...
phase thereafter. TEM investigations performed on different heterostructures with larger $d_{PZO}$ indicated the abundance of the PZO$_3$ phase, having the film substrate orientation relation $(120)_PZ0 || (100)SRO || (100)STO; [1-20]_PZ0 || [001] SRO \parallel [001] STO$.

Our TEM studies suggested a thickness-dependent rhombohedral to orthorhombic phase transition in the epitaxial PZO thin films under investigation. The manifestation of the PZO$_R$ and PZO$_O$ phases in the heterostructures over different thickness ranges could possibly be related to the epitaxial strain in the films. To gain insight into the strain state of the heterostructures NBED measurements were performed. During NBED, a selected nanometer-sized area of the specimen (being in zone axis orientation) was illuminated with a nearly parallel electron beam, and a series of diffraction patterns was acquired at different points along the lines defined beforehand. The strain components of interest were then calculated using a dedicated software package. From the strain profiles, which show the changes of the in-plane ($d_{xx}$) and out-of-plane ($d_{yy}$) lattice distances across the whole layer system, it was possible to estimate the corresponding absolute values of $d_{xx}$ and $d_{yy}$ by referring to the lattice parameters of the bulk cubic STO substrate ($a = 3.90528$ Å). Figure 4(a) shows a STEM image of a representative 80-nm-thick PZO layer containing both the PZO$_O$ and PZO$_3$ phases. On panel Fig. 4(b), the corresponding $d_{xx}$ and $d_{yy}$ are plotted as a function of the distance on the measuring line. Near the surface of the sample, the lattice spacings of the PZO layer were found to be close to the pseudocubic lattice parameter of bulk PZO ($d_{yy} \sim 4.15$ Å and $d_{xx} \sim 4.13$ Å, in comparison to $d_{BC} \sim 4.16$ Å). The subtle difference in the reported lattice parameters are mainly caused by slightly varying lattice parameters in the PZO volume and a measurement uncertainty of $\sim 0.1-0.2\%$. From the surface to a depth of $\sim 60$ nm the $d_{yy}$ profile shows a plateau, whereas the profile of $d_{xx}$ demonstrates two terraces separated by a step, which might correspond to orthorhombic defect structures. The regions of constant lattice distances indicate relaxation of strain in more than half of the PZO layer. However, from a depth of $\sim 60–70$ nm up to the PZO and SRO interface, $d_{yy}$ and $d_{xx}$ continuously decrease to 4.11 Å and 4.095 Å, respectively, which correspond to compressive out-of-plane and in-plane strain of $\sim 0.9\%$ with respect to the surface of the PZO layer. Furthermore, it is important to note the distinct shoulder in the $d_{yy}$ profile adjacent to the interface between PZO and SRO. The above-mentioned lattice distances being associated to this shoulder in the $d_{yy}$ profile demonstrate the stabilization of rhombohedral PZO phase ($\alpha \sim 4.11$ Å and $\beta \sim 89.85^\circ$) near the interface. The lattice parameters of the PZO layer calculated from the NBED and HRTEM investigations matched well with the values estimated from x-ray reciprocal space analyses of the heterostructures (not shown here). These results clearly indicate the epitaxial strain-driven stabilization of the PZO$_O$ phase in the heterostructures under investigation. With lowering the thickness of the PZO layer, the strain field is expected to be extended uniformly over the entire layer thickness, resulting in the stabilization of only the rhombohedral phase.

It is worth mentioning here that we have not performed a detailed analysis of the stoichiometry of the PZO films. Therefore, the possible contribution of Pb and oxygen vacancies, which are often present in Pb-based oxidic compounds, to the observed behavior of both the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of the PZO films cannot be completely ruled out.

In order to further characterize the strain behavior in dependence on the layer thickness, RT micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed. Raman analyses of the films with $d_{PZO} \sim 12–160$ nm exhibited spectral features solely corresponding to the pure PZO Raman spectrum without any signal from the substrate and the buffer layer. The appearance of a Raman signal corresponding to the STO substrate and a marginal signal from the SRO layer for a sample with $d_{PZO} \sim 5$ nm confirmed that the penetration depth of the 325 nm excitation line in PZO lies in the narrow range of 5–12 nm.

The film-thickness dependence of the stress values were determined from the Raman peak shifts following the linear peak shift vs mechanical stress curve for PZO reported by Furuta et al. A shift of 2.9 cm$^{-1}$ of the Raman peak at 415 cm$^{-1}$ corresponded to a stress value of 1 GPa in the present case. Figure 5 displays the Raman spectra of the heterostructures possessing different $d_{PZO}$. The maxima position for $d_{PZO} \geq 80$ nm matched with the peak observed in a stress-free bulk PZO ceramic (not shown here) indicating that the stress field inside the PZO layer has disappeared at...
fields that might also be present near the interface between the sample and therefore could not resolve the local stress peak position by reducing the PZO layer thickness.

80-nm-thick PZO films. The oblique arrow indicates the shift of the dotted line indicates the peak position corresponding to the 160- and literature. The solid line is a guide to the eye.

The errors induced by the extraction of the calibration data from inaccuracies in the determination of the Raman peak shifts and for the stress value correlation is roughly linear. The error bars account for the errors induced by the extraction of the calibration data from literature. The solid line is a guide to the eye.

To explain the stabilization of the rhombohedral phase in the thin PZO films investigated in this study, let us consider the temperature-dependent phase transition in PZO. The manifestation of the rhombohedral phase in PZO has been reported earlier in single crystals and high-purity ceramics of the material within a narrow range of temperature near \( T_C \). In case of thin films, PZO is likely to grow in the cubic phase at the deposition temperature (\( T_d \approx 575^\circ\mathrm{C} \)). Although the transition temperatures might be quite different in epitaxial PZO thin films, we consider for simplicity the bulk phase transition for PZO (\( T_C \approx 230^\circ\mathrm{C} \)). When the PZO films are cooled down from the deposition temperature through \( T_C \), PZO may undergo an initial transition from cubic to rhombohedral, followed by a transition to the RT orthorhombic phase. Fesenko et al. established the electric field-temperature phase diagram of PZO and reported the stabilization of rhombohedral PZO over a wide range of electric field and temperature. Topolov et al. discussed that internal mechanical stress can play a crucial role in stabilizing the rhombohedral phase of PZO due to the small free-energy difference between the orthorhombic and the rhombohedral phases of this material. An energy gain of \( \sim 0.235 \) eV was also estimated for the cubic-rhombohedral phase transition in PZO. For the thin PZO films (\( d_{PZO} \sim 5–10 \) nm) under investigation, the mechanical stress field present at the PZO and SRO interface could possibly overcome the small free-energy difference between these two phases of PZO and hence stabilize the rhombohedral phase when passing through \( T_C \), preventing any further transition to the orthorhombic phase. Furuta et al. also reported such a phase transition in PZO under high values of mechanical stress (similar to the present case). But unfortunately, their report did not include any structural information on the phases. As the stress field got reduced by increasing \( d_{PZO} \) in the present case, the bulklike orthorhombic phase of PZO appeared and became abundant in the thicker films (\( d_{PZO} \geq 80 \) nm).

Such a structural evolution of PZO thin films should, in principle, have a significant impact on the electrical properties of the material. To establish the structure-electrical property correlation in these heterostructures, their dynamic P-E responses were studied at RT. Figure 7(a) displays the dynamic P-E hysteresis loops obtained from PZO thin films of.

a distance >80 nm from the PZO and SRO interface. The Raman peak shifted towards higher wave numbers due to the influence of the increasing compressive stress field in the PZO layer by reducing \( d_{PZO} \) below 80 nm. The stress values, calculated from the Raman frequency shifts \( \Delta \omega \), are graphically displayed in Fig. 6. Considering the linear relation between the mechanical stress and \( d_{PZO} \) observed in the present case, a stress value of \( \sim 2.5 \) GPa was estimated for the thin film with \( d_{PZO} \sim 5 \) nm. The large compressive stress amounting to \( \sim 2.5 \) GPa, present in the PZO layer near the PZO and SRO interface could be responsible for the stabilization of a \( \sim 8 \)-nm-thick uniform layer of rhombohedral PZO in the heterostructures under investigation. However, the stress value reported for a 5-nm thin film is rather speculative. It is also worth mentioning that the Raman spectroscopy measurement yields an average response from the outer –12-nm-thick region of the sample and therefore could not resolve the local stress fields that might also be present near the interface between PZO and SRO in the thick PZO films (\( d_{PZO} \geq 80 \) nm).

![FIG. 5. (Color online) Raman spectra of different PbZrO₃ film samples in the range of the 415 cm⁻¹ Raman peak. The straight dotted line indicates the peak position corresponding to the 160- and 80-nm-thick PZO films. The oblique arrow indicates the shift of the peak position by reducing the PZO layer thickness.](image)

![FIG. 6. Plot of the mechanical stress values vs PbZrO₃ film thickness. Within the investigated range, the film thickness–stress value correlation is roughly linear. The error bars account for the inaccuracies in the determination of the Raman peak shifts and for the errors induced by the extraction of the calibration data from literature. The solid line is a guide to the eye.](image)

![FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) RT P-E hysteresis response of four representative thin films. A clear transition from AFE double loop to FE single loop accompanied by an increase in \( P_r \) was observed by reducing the PZO layer thickness. (b) The leakage current density of the PZO thin films also increased by reducing the PZO layer thickness.](image)
thickness ranging between 22 and 160 nm measured at a signal frequency of 1 kHz. The double hysteresis loops exhibited by the samples with \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 160, 80, \) and 50 nm established their AFE nature. Interestingly, all these samples exhibited nonzero in-field \(P_r\) at zero bias, indicating a possible mixed FE-AFE behavior. The in-field \(P_r\) increased monotonically by reducing the PZO layer thickness, and at \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 22\) nm a FE-like single hysteresis loop with only spurious track of a double loop was observed. The single hysteresis loop accompanied by a large in-field \(P_r\) (\(\sim 16\ \mu\text{C/cm}^2\)) indicated a possible predominant FE nature of the sample. It is important to note that reduction of \(d_{\text{PZO}}\) also resulted in an increase in the dc leakage current conduction in these heterostructures [Fig. 7(b)]. The large magnitude of leakage current rendered it difficult to measure the P-E responses of the films with \(d_{\text{PZO}} < 20\) nm.

Polarization vs electric field characteristics of these heterostructures were further investigated by measuring their static hysteresis response. Figure 8 displays the RT static hysteresis response of two representative heterostructures possessing \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 80\) and 22 nm. The sample with \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 80\) nm showed a double loop, while the sample with \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 22\) nm showed a single loop, confirming their respective predominant AFE and FE characteristics. These results are consistent with those observed in the measurements performed in the dynamic mode. The static hysteresis measurements yielded some difference in the values of the \(P_r\) of the samples compared to those measured in the dynamic mode. This could be attributed to the effective relaxation of polarization during the set relaxation time of 0.1 s.

In order to determine the thickness-dependent true remnant polarization characteristics of these PZO thin films, remnant hysteresis measurements were performed on all the heterostructures. Measuring a P-E response before and after performing the remnant hysteresis measurements did not show any significant change in the polarization values confirming that the samples were not fatigued by the voltage cycles. An increase in the \(P_r\) from \(\sim 0.4\ \mu\text{C/cm}^2\) to \(\sim 2.4\ \mu\text{C/cm}^2\) (Fig. 9) by reducing \(d_{\text{PZO}}\) from 160 to 22 nm further confirmed the enhanced FE response due to the presence of a larger volume fraction of the PZO\(_R\) phase.

Local ferroelectric properties of these heterostructures were also investigated by PFM measurements. Two samples were selected for this purpose, one showing predominant AFE behavior (\(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 80\) nm) and another showing FE response (\(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 22\) nm). The in-field hysteresis of the sample with \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 80\) nm [Fig. 10(a)] showed a double loop characteristic of AFE materials, while the remnant piezohysteresis displayed no loop [Fig. 10(b)]. In-field measurements of the sample with \(d_{\text{PZO}} \sim 22\) nm [Fig. 10(c)] clearly showed a FE loop.
and remnant measurements [Fig. 10(d)] further confirmed its predominant FE characteristics. It is important to note that the low signal values obtained in this case are above the noise level of our instrument (<0.5 pm/V) and hence can be attributed solely to the materials under investigation. These results are in agreement to the macroscopic measurements confirming the thickness dependent RT ferroelectricity in PZO thin films.

**IV. SUMMARY**

Epitaxial PbZrO$_3$ thin films of different thickness were fabricated by pulsed laser deposition. With the reduction of d$_{PZO}$ from 160 to 5 nm, the crystal structure of the PZO layer gradually changed from a mixture of orthorhombic and rhombohedral to a pure rhombohedral structure, accompanied by a change in the epitaxial relation from PZO(120)$_r$/SRO/STO(100) to PZO(100)$_r$/SRO/STO(100). Detailed microstructural characterization by HRTEM, STEM, and NBED analyses revealed that the rhombohedral phase of PZO was stabilized in the heterostructures in order to accommodate the epitaxial strain imposed by the SRO and STO substrate. RT UV Raman spectroscopic investigations showed that the structural phase transition by reducing the PZO layer thickness was influenced by a large magnitude of the compressive stress field (∼1.92–2.5 GPa). RT polarization hysteresis measurements performed on thicker PZO films (d$_{PZO}$ ∼ 50–160 nm) resulted in double P-E loops accompanied by an increase in $P_r$ with reducing the thickness of the PZO layer. A large $P_r$ (16 μC/cm$^2$) and appearance of a ferroelectric-like single P-E loop for a film with d$_{PZO}$ ∼ 22 nm suggested its predominant FE behavior. Static hysteresis, remnant hysteresis, and PFM measurements also supported the thickness-dependent transition from predominantly antiferroelectric to predominantly ferroelectric characteristics of the PbZrO$_3$ thin films. The structure-property correlations in the present study established the epitaxial strain-driven ferroelectric phase formation in PbZrO$_3$ thin films.
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